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Over the pail few yew" the field of photon-photos coflisiotm 
b u emerged ai one of the beet testing grounds for qCD, par
ticularly In Ihe area of exclusive and inclusive bard scatter
ing processes, exotic resonance production, and detailed teste 
of the coupling of teal and virtual photon to the quark cur-
rest. ID Uiia summary of contributed papen, I •ill briefly re
view recent theoretical progress iu the analysis of t«o-photon 
reactions and possible directions for future work. 

2. Two-body Production Processes 

Exclusive two-photon processes 77 — B"B at large 
tV,', e (jj -f 93)' and fixed <£in. Provide a. particularly impor
tant laboratory for teating QCD, since the large nmtnentuin-
transfer behavior, helicity structure, and often even the abso
lute normalisation can be rigorously predicted.1 Conversely, 
the angular dependence of 77 -• BB crass sections can be need 
to determine the shape of Ibe hadron distribution amplitudes 
$1 (*n QJ—the process-independent probability amplitudes lor 
Sliding valence quarks in the hadron, each carrying (light-cone) 
fraction X, of the badron's momentum collineai up to the mo
mentum transfer scale Q of the process. The -)i7». — UU 
amplitude can be written aa a factorised form 
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where Tu> a the hard scattering helicity amplitude for 
scattering the dusters of valsnce quarks in each hadron- 71*. 
can be computed in perturbation theory and scales according 
to the dimensional counting rules:* to leading order T a 
'>(as/^V,^)" and «W<" ~ w£~'/<*c.m.) for meson and 
baryon pairs, respectively. The distribution amplitudes 
r*T(*n<W require input from non-perturbathre bound state 
physics, but their |og»rithmk dependence in O 1 is determined 
by evolution equations. Detailed predictions for pseudo-scalar 
and vector-meson pain for each belicity aaplitudt are given in 
Ref. 2. The belicitiea of the vector-meson pain are equal and 
opposite to leading order in ]/W s . Tbe QCD predictions have 
now been extended to mesons containing |JJ) Flock states by 
Atkinson, Sucber and Taokos,' to TJ -« pB by Damgaard,* 
and to all SB octet and decouplet states by Parrsr, Mains 
and Meii. The nonnalixatkai of the 77 -» pp amplitude 
is determined by the t> - • t f rate. The arduous calcula
tion of 280 77 -* fOTJW diagrams in TB required for calcu
lating Tt— SB'w greatly simplified by using two-component 
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spinor tsxbniqnes.T Since there is a etkagreement between the 
calculations of Rel. 6 and 7, a third calculation b necesnry. 
It is also important to repeat the TT — fP calculations as
suming the asymmetric form of. the proton distribution am
plitude derived from the IIEP qcD sum rules by Cbernyas: 
and ZbaitsVii,' since their model can readily account for the 
magnitude and sign of the proton and neutron farm factors. 
The difficulty noted by Belyaev tod IoSe tad by Isgur and 
Llewellyn Smith"1 concerning the magnitude of cTJ^t}') at 
large *}' <• resolved if one assumes a nudeon distribution am
plitude broader than the asymptotic form i i*»ij and/or by 
assuming a small radius" for the g « valence Foek state 

The nortnaBsatioa and angular dependence of the 77 — 
*•*»" predictions torn out to be insensitive to the precise form 
of the pioo distribution amplitude since the results can be 
written directly is terms of the pica form factor taken from 
experiment. Recent Mark H data" for «*»" and K*K~ 
production in tbr range 1.6 < FVT1 < 2.4 CeV near 80° are 
is excellent agreement with tbe normalisation and energy de
pendence predicted by QCD (see Fig. 1). The onset of scaling 
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Fig. 1. Measured cross section for 77 — «**•" 
plus 77 - • X*K~ integrated over the angular re
gion lcotAc.m.1 < 0.3 (from Ret It). The curve is the 
perturbative-qco prediction from Ref. 2. 

at this range of momentum transfer for mess* p»ir produc
tion is reasonable since Ibe off-shell quark -prr.pagalbis in tbe 
diagrams for Tg carry momenta targe compsred to lie rele
vant QCD Kales: quark masses, intrinsic transverse momen
tum, and a $ ? D . However, just as in t*t~ — BB, Ibe scal
ing behavior of ihe Born c m s sections) can be distorted by 
resonance production; the perturbative predictions could only 
be valid weH above particle production thresholds and where 
low relative-velocity final-stale corrections become unimpor
tant. |Here we have in mind Ihe QCD analogue of Coulomb 
interactions between attractive charged particles which, in the 
non-relatlvbtic regime, give singular distortion factors" of 
tbe form f/(l - «"<] where j = Ua/v (•» tvttiftv to QCD].] 
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The d l l i " J 1 tor 11 — pape from FETHA ind PEP a n 
much larger Una predicted by qcv in the region 1.1 < IV,, < 
2.4 GeV and are clearly suggestive of resonance enhancement 
near M~ 1.4 GeV (see Fig. t). The ab*ence of a comparable 
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Fig. t Comparison of the 71 —• p'p° and p'jr data" 1 5 with 
the mesonium (9433) resonance model of Achatov et al.** 

signal in p* p~ precludes an explana!'~n it] terms of a single 
isoseahr resonance such as a glueball state. A possible, if 
Cat compelling, interpretation has been suggested by Achassv 
(t cl, and Li and and Liu in temu of two interfering 
/ = 0 and / = 7, J = 2"*"*, 0097 resonances with masses 
1.3 and 1.6 GeV, respectively. Two photons couple naturally 
to such 'rnewaium* S-wave states Since A[ll — p"p") = 
5 A[01 + \Am and Ai-,1 - p*p-) = 4A[Q) -$Alt), if 
the / = D and / = 2 amplitudes add constructively iu p°p°, 
they interfere destructively10 for p*p~. Identification of these 
resonances wilb tbt predicted couplings in ii — 74* aa well as 
other 11 — VV channels ii crucial for a check of tbis hypothe
sis. At the high end of the experimental range, W n 1 i. 2 GeV, 
the data teem to approach the perlurbative predictions. 

ha general, QCD predicts a large array of exotic resonances 
(9fi tl< fill- lllWIi e'c., which can be prominent ia the 
threshold region of the appropriate 77 production channel. In 
the case of 77 — ff, tbe cross section {aV/rfc.os9 = 3 ± 1 n.5) 
tntasnnd by TASSO1* in the threshold region I < W„ < 
9.4 <SeV ia roughly *G times larger than the prediction of 
farear el «!., although 77 -• * V " 5 * may be dose to the 
predicted normalisation. Again this suggest* distortions due to 
resonance production,«.«., aaaTJf baryonium atates. The per-
torbative predictions for 7 7 - • f>9 cannot become valid unless 
all of the quark and gluon propagators in Tg are reasonably 
off-shell, i e , Wn £ S GeV and large eVm.-

An essentia] feature of the QCD pmrc. in i for baryon pair 
pFoduction a the fall-off of the cross aecttoA et targe momentum 
transfer, reflecting the quark compositeness of the hadrons. 
One can compare these predictions with the targe, rapidly in
creasing cross tectiona predicted from effective Lagrangian 
models with poiuMtte p, A, and 1 couplings 

It is important to extend the QCD prediction* for 77 -» B~E 
to the case of one or two virtual photosa, since measurements 
can be performed with tagged electrons. In fact, for W* large 
and fixed Sc.m.i the oj and q\ dependence of the 77 — B~B am
plitude for transversely polarised photon* mutt be minimal. 
in QCD since tbe off-shell quark and glusn propagators in TB al
ready transfer hard momenta; i.e., the I7 coupling is 
effectively local for |oJ|, |nj| 4C Pr-

The study of resonance production in exclusive two-photon 
reactions is particularly advantageous because of the variety of 
new and exotic channels, the absence of complications from 
spectator hadrons, and the fact that the continuum can be 
computed or estimated from perturbative QCTJ. The onset of 
open charm is particularly interesting since the sum of the 
exclusive channel cross section should saturate tbe 77 —* ec 
plus 77 —* c£g5 contributions. The channels with maximal spin 
and charge such as 77 - • i ^ ( c u u ) ^^[cTZu) are likely to be 
dominant due to charge coherence and multiple helicity slates. 

3. Forward Production 

ID the regime s > s } > u ' the cross sections for 77 —• V V 
sod 77 —• 7V can be computed from n > I multiple gluoo 
exchange diagrams by summing a series in at{f\)lnsif\-
As shown by Ginzburg, Panfil, and Serbo, tbe exponentia
tion of this series leads to large enhancement factors or order 
of 100 over Born contributions. The cross sections dcminale 
over the lower-order quark exchange contributions at forward 
angles. Estimates are atao given for 77 —• Vqj\ although in 
tbis case soft gluon radiation needs to be included. 

4. The Photon Structure Function 

One of tbe most important tests of QCD Is the photoD 
structure function measured in ff-,-,^,*7,"/1) with p* = 
-Q1 and W2 large, t a = 0. As shown by DeWitt e< a!.," 
and Fruer and Gunion, the quark distributions in the pho
ton obey (in leading order) the extended evolution equations 
(< = InQ'/A') 

di 21 l * ' J tr J y 
m 

[p.. (l) «.(*,<> + r,a (l) <J(ir,o] ('•») 

dt 2s J v 
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wbcre the inhomogeneous term is induced by the direct 
77 —t qJf box diagram. It has been conventional to parametrise 
f be CJCD prediction in tenna of a regular hadronic (vector me
lon dominance) piece plus the asymptotic solution to (Eq. (1) j 
of tbe form o^x,?') = |(«r)/(«,(g»))l«,(«)+li(«). However, 
in lowest order, this gjves an artificial singularity in She pho
ton structure function: Ft-, = «jj ~ « - * M M i i i - > 0 . In 
higher order, *,(x) Ot r~ J implying a ueariK cross section for 
I -• 0 at fixed Q7. These difficulties show that astnightfbr-
wardseparat ion of regular hadronic and pointUke contributions 
i* invalid;™ diagrammalically both horiiontat and vertical 
gluon exchange correction! to the box diagram moat be taken 
into account. 

Jli emphasised by Gluck tt &i., rigorous QCD predictions 
can be made by construction of quark and gluoo distributions 
in the photon to agree with experiment at a given acale Ql, 
and then using the evolution Eq. (2) to make predictions at 
large (?'. The differences between higher and leading order 
predictions are found to be small. The fundamental prediction 
ol QTD, fj,(i,<? 7) — log<?7 at fixed x and large (J3, remains. 
The disadvantage of this procedure is that the possibility of 
determining An^p and making n priori predictions for tbe 
shape of tbe structure functions is lost. An alternative pro
cedure, developed by ADtoniadis and Grunberg, provides 
consistent, regular solutions to tbe evolution equation [through 
Erst order corrections) at the expense of a single parameter in 
the second moment of the photon structure functions which 
represent hadroDic contribution? QCD predictions can then be 
made for tbe shape of the structure fraction for t > to, where 
ZQ is set by tbe badronic parameter. 

It clearly would be useful to teat the accuracy of these 
methods in an example where tbe photon interactions and glu-
onic radiative corrections could be systematically computed. 
One such theoretical laboratory is the 7"7 —• Q"Q beavy quark 
contribution to tbe photon structure function where, for 
1? [c* 4! 1 and Coulomb gauge, only Coulomb gluoni couple 
to the heavy quark- and tbe radiative corrections to the spec
tator lioea can be computed as an expansion in tr/e. This model 
can also provide a guide to the 77 —» ce contribution including 
the final state distortion effect! at threrhold. In the case wbere 
one electroL is untagged, the target photon can be appreciably 
off shell, thus obscuring the dependence of the photon structure 
function OQ Ag't?D The heavy quark model could help settle 
this dynamical dependence, including the degree of quenching 
oi tbe badrooic contribution as |* 3| increases. 

S. Conclusions 

Tbe study of photon-photon collisions has progressed enor
mously in the last few yearn stiir.jlated by new data and new 
calculation*) tools lor Q-CD. In tbe future tbere are possibilities 
for precise determinations of at and &$£$ from tbe 7*7 -• *" 
form factor u d the photon structure function, as well as 
detailed checks of QCD, including determinations of the shape 
of tbe badron distribution amplitudes from 77 -• HIT, recon
struction of «•,-, from exclusive channels at low IV n > definitive 
studio of high pr badron and jet production, and studies of 
threshold production of charmed systems. Photon-photon col
lisions, along with radiative decays of tbe s> and T, are ideal for 
Ibe study of multiquark and gluonic resonances. We have em
phasised the potential for resonance formation near threshold 
in virtually every hadronic exclusive channel, including heavy 

quark states ctct, cJuB, etc., At higher energies (SLC, LEF ) 
electroweak effects and Higgs production due to ^equivalent* 
1° and sV* beams from e - • *Z° and c -» vW will become 
Important. 

All or these studies are severely limited by counting rate, 
wb:•- emphasises tbe necessity of mcre-uing detector accep
tance u d the photon-photon luminosity £-,-, Hew accelerator 
developments, neb a* baekscailered lasers on linear collider 
beams or otber coherent methods which o n generate intense 
beams of photons, could lead to dramatic increases in the ef
fective £ , , . We note that may of the most interesting QCD 
tests require only modest photon energies W^ £ S to 10 GeV, 
tmt high photon*photon luminosity. 
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